BOX
GOVERNANCE
Seamless and high-speed
management of content

CONNECTIVITY WITHOUT COMPROMISE
Records365 leverages a Box Enterprise App for authorization to seamlessly
manage your enterprise content, in place, without interfering with the familiar
user experiences and integrations that Box offers. Connectivity for users is always
directly to Box and without application overlay or performance impacts.
The Records365 Box Connector
is a high-performance
policy management engine
for Box Enterprise that
provides seamless and
high-speed management of
content, including lifecycle
management and policy
enforcement.

FEATURE SET

Learn more at RecordPoint.com

ARCHITECTURE
The Box Connector is based on the Records365 Connector framework which is a high throughput platform for
applying in-place records management and policy to content within Box.
Connectors monitor and
manage content sources and
notify Records365 when content is added, changed or
deleted. These are submitted
to Records365 for change
management and lifecycle
events, including automated
disposition.

SECURITY AND AUTHORIZATION
Records365 leverages app authentication via a Box Enterprise App for authorization to seamlessly manage your
enterprise content over a secure channel
and behind the scenes.

ELIMINATE RETENTION
RISK
Records365 manages the defensible
disposition of any Box content once it has
met its retention period. This eliminates
risk to the organization, and ensures
that businesses automatically manage
their regulatory, legal, and information
governance requirements around their Box
content.

ABOUT RECORDPOINT
Founded in 2009, RecordPoint is a global records management and compliance
solution provider and pioneer of cloud-based recordkeeping. Recognized by
Gartner in 2018, RecordPoint is leading the way in the content services segment
and providing organizations with the ability to manage records from across
multiple services and platform using a single, federated solution.
With support for Office 365, SharePoint, File Shares, E-mail, Box, Dropbox,
Google Drive, and many other applications, RecordPoint is demonstrating how
easy federated compliance can be with a modern, trusted cloud solution.
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